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Summary 
This master�s thesis was performed at Scandinavian Health Ltd (SHL). in Taoyuan, 
Taiwan. Since the beginning of 2005 SHL and Guldmann has had a joint venture 
company called Carenode. Guldmann is a Danish manufacturer of patient lifting systems. 
Guldmann-Carenode uses a modular product platform for the next generation of patient 
lifting systems. The modular product platform consists of 52 unique modules. The 
objective of this thesis is to describe the development of two of these modules i.e. rail and 
gantry. 
The pre-study presented in the thesis explains the basic principle of implementing a 
modular product platform. Examples from the Guldmann-Carenode modular product 
platform are mixed with modular product platform theory. 
 
Today Guldmann uses four variances of extruded aluminum rails as load carriers. In 
order to reduce the amount of material used, the rail-gantry solution was introduced. The 
principle is to use one variance of rail to minimize the use of aluminum. This is achieved 
by adding steel profiles, gantries, to the rail. 
 
The project was initiated by benchmarking the competitors´ and the present Guldmann 
products. In the beginning of April Guldmann supplied their concept drawings and target 
cost calculations for both the rail and gantry. 
The design phase has been through three major design evaluations: 
 

1. U and L-gantry: The prototypes failed the tensile test before a satisfactory 
performance was reached 

2. T-gantry: The prototype failed the tensile test before a satisfactory performance 
was reached 

3. S-gantry: The prototype passed the tensile test 
 
The final solution is the S-gantry and mini-rail with screw tracks. This solution satisfies 
the load requirements depicted by the standard EN-10535. The target costs set by 
Guldmann are however not reached, although a reduction in process and material cost has 
been achieved. 
 
For a proper mechanical evaluation of the S-gantry and rail, a trial shot of the rail will be 
needed. This is time consuming and demands investments, but will be needed in order to 
validate the product.    
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Project background 
In 2005 a joint venture called Carenode was initiated between Guldmann and 
Scandinavian Health Ltd (SHL). The joint ventures purpose is to develop the next 
generation of patient lifting systems for the home-care and institutional markets. 
While this is a complete new market for SHL, Guldmann has been a key player in 
the industry for decades. 
The next generation of patient lifting systems will be based on a modular product 
platform. The modular product platform consists of 52 unique modules. 
 
This Master�s Thesis describes the development of two of these modules i.e. Rail 
and Gantry. In the present Guldmann hoists four different variances of aluminum 
rails are used as load carriers. In the future in order to reduce the aluminum 
material cost, there will only be one variance of rail. This is achieved by attaching 
a steel profile to the aluminum rail. 

1.2. Aim of the project 
The purpose of the project is to develop a cost effective and structural sound Rail-
gantry solution in line with the specifications set in the modular product platform. 
The main objective of the Rail-gantry solution is to reduce costs, therefore cost 
comparisons to the present solution is essential. This includes choosing a low cost 
manufacturing process suited for large scale production. 
The Rail-gantry solution should meet the requirements set in the standard EN-
10535.  

1.3. Thesis limitation 
Since this Thesis has a time frame of only five months a complete validation of 
the Rail-gantry solution can not be obtained. In order to validate the Rail-gantry 
solution a tool is needed for the aluminum extrusion. This is costly and most of all 
time demanding. Given the limited timeframe of the Thesis only preliminary tests 
will be made through basic prototype testing and Ansys Designspace. 
The cost calculation will only include process and material cost. No consideration 
will be made to logistics, packaging and handling costs.     
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2. Modular theory 

2.1. Introduction 
Guldmann-Carenode use a modular product platform to control the design 
variants in its products. Today�s customer market calls for an increased number of 
product variants tailored specifically for one small segment. In the west hospitals 
are already at maximum capacity and with the �baby boomers� going into 
retirement the situation is not likely to improve. So what is the solution to meet 
the demand from an increasing home care and institutional market? A modular 
product platform allows Guldmann-Carenode to focus on the entire patient lift 
market by having well defined and controlled variances of specific modules. 

2.2. Background 
A modular product platform is a logical structure of modules which can be 
combined together to form several different final products. The main idea is to cut 
costs and reduce time to market by having a few modules that vary to satisfy 
costumer requirements combined with the �common unit modules� which are 
shared by the whole product range. This means an infinite amount of costumer 
tailored products can be produced by changing only a few of the modules, without 
compromising the company�s internal complexity (1). 
 
Instead of optimizing only one product the modular project platform gives the 
means to organize a complete flexible product structure. A flexible product 
structure allows the company product variations without changes on the product 
design each time a new product is introduced (1). 
By having the product structure in a modular platform only a few of the modules 
needs to be redesigned each time a new product is introduced. This limits the 
effect of changes and makes them easier to handle. An example from the 
Guldmann-Carenode platform is: if a new weight requirement is introduced it will 
only affect a few of the modules i.e. the rail, the gantry and maybe the drive- train 
(4). 
As complexity of the product increase many companies are forced to make time, 
cost and quality trade offs (1). Companies with complex products that have 
implemented a modular product platform have been most successful in avoiding 
these-trade offs (2). 
Much of the cost cutting measures that is used today only focus on the production 
processes i.e. automation, JIT (just in time) and so on. Automation has many 
advantages such as quality assurance, faster assembly and cost reduction. The 
problems many companies have are to believe automation will solve all their 
problems. Automation focuses only on the production of the part and demands 
heavy investments and swallows large amounts of space (1). If the company does 
not have complete control of its products variances the advantages of automation 
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is soon devoured by changeover time between the different variances. This can in 
some cases lead to the company being hesitant to develop new products resulting 
in an out of date product on the market (1).  
A modular product platform is a logical product structure that defines and controls 
product specifications, module specifications and interface specifications based 
on the business requirements. A well defined modular platform considers the 
performance, price, quality, and quantity expectations of the product as well as 
after sales services i.e. the whole product life-cycle, before development even has 
begun (1). 
Scania, the Swedish truck-maker, believes their modular product platform is the 
main reason for the company�s good results. The Scania executives state the 
modular product platform has enabled them to get higher margins on revenue than 
any other truck-maker in the world (2). 
  
The modular product platform gives a good overview of the parts and subsystem 
that should be kept as �common units�. A common unit is a module that is the 
same for the entire product range. This gives the company a way to handle many 
variances with few parts, resulting in low stock levels, greater commonality 
between products and shorter lead and developing times (1). 
 
A well defined sub-system can be tested separately (off line) or even outsourced 
to a sub-supplier which then takes responsibility of the production and quality 
assurance (1). 
 
There is one apparent risk with having a product range share many of the same 
parts. A modular product platform introduces a product management/ engineering 
conflict. The engineer sees the product platform as a family that shares the same 
components and as a result looks similar. The product management sees the 
modular product platform as a family of products that are completely 
differentiated from each other but can increase revenue (2). A balance between 
�commonality� across the product family and differentiation needs to be 
established. It is therefore very important to identify the parts and modules that 
have to differ between the products. The modules that carry the product identity 
need to be identified and carefully guarded. A balance between cost reduction and 
increased market shares needs to be established (1). 

2.3. Advantages with a modular product platform 
Within a company new variants are often introduces without reasons and control 
from the company. Many times a new variance is introduced to �fix� a problem 
that a costumer has or to meet a specific need. Introducing new variants without a 
good overview often causes severe problems in production (1). If the factory is 
automated changing between variances will cause an increase in lead time, 
especially if the production is controlled by a number of �bottle necks� that sets 
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the pace for the production. The cost for introducing uncontrolled variances is 
very hard to determine, so is the company�s believed increase in revenue (1). 
 
A modular product platform enables the company not only to focus on one single 
product, but an entire family of products. Instead of optimizing one product the 
modular product platform gives a flexible product family. A product family with 
total variance control results in shorter development time, which in turn gives 
shorter time to market. Shorter development times have lead to fierce competition 
between companies in the same market. A company that can introduce a new 
product to market before the others usually ends up with more market shares (1). 
This means that for a company to compete a shorter time to market is needed. 
 
Developing a new product can be very complex and often the result is an overrun 
budget and time-plan. In many cases a company has no clear link to their previous 
products, and has to start from the concept phase each time a product is to be 
developed (1).  
One of the problems that companies face today is realizing their product on the 
market is out of date. This forces the company to come up with a brand new line 
of products fast, or risk losing important market shares (1).  
 
 A modular product platform gives the company the option of re-using already 
designed modules in other and new product generations. Design re-use can lead to 
reduced development time, which in turn results in higher revenue due to 
increased market penetration, and shorter time to market (3). 
This is one of the main reasons for a company to introduce a modular product 
platform for their next generation of products. It gives the company the 
opportunity to change independent modules to fit new specifications, and at the 
same time �carry over� many modules that are not required to change. 
Meaning future product generations will not have to be completely redeveloped; 
only the affected modules will be redesigned. This gives the company a flexible 
product-structure which is adaptable to a constantly changing market and 
reducing time to market. 
By having each module and each interface specified the company can control the 
development of new products (1). 
 
To summarize (1) states that the advantages of using a modular product platform 
are: 
 
• Higher flexibility- product changes due to market or new technology, can be 

made more easily since they will only influence limited parts of the product 
 

• Reduction of product development lead time- parallel development activities 
are possible once the interfaces between the modules have been defined 
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• Parallel development of the product and production system- product 
development plans can be translated into production plans for each module 

 
• Reduction of production lead time- parallel manufacturing of modules 

instead of manufacturing an entire product in single sequence 
 

• Less capital tied up in production- work in process is reduced due to 
shortened lead times, less stock maintenance of ready made products 

 
• Reduced material and purchase cost- the reduction of part numbers means 

less to purchase and less to administrate and higher volumes per part number 
 

• Improved quality- modules tested before final assembly have shorter 
feedback links, allowing easier adjustments 

 
• Easier service and upgrading- standardized interfaces make adding or 

replacing a module easy 
 

• Easier administration- quoting, planning and designing customized products 
can be done more efficiently 

 
Design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA) is a tool that is used in 
development to reduce the later production problems of a design. DFMA is used 
in the early stages of product development and takes in consideration how the 
product will be manufactured and assembled. A large portion of the total cost of 
the product is determined in the development phase. It is therefore imperative for 
the company to implement production thinking in the development phase (1). The 
Swedish company Scania has recently moved their design engineers close to the 
production line in order for design engineers and production engineers to work 
more closely together. 
DFMA is a very proven and useful tool to achieve cost reduction and fewer 
problems in the production, but it has limitations. DFMA focused on a single part 
or product is no longer enough. With variants increasing the DFMA method will 
become limited in use. DFMA focused on a single part optimizes that part only 
but does not take into account the complete product family. This creates a risk for 
sub-optimization of a part or product. Meaning if the whole product range is not 
considered you will have optimized parts on component level, but still not an 
optimized product. You reduce the risk for sub-optimization with the modular 
product platform. DFMA can be successfully applied to independent modules, 
making an optimal module for the product family. 
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3. Modular Function Development (MFD) 

3.1. Introduction 
A tool which is used to find an optimal product design is called Modular Function 
development (MFD). MFD focuses on the entire concept phase and development 
phase taking into account the company�s specific needs. The method spans across 
the entire product family and takes in account all the stages in a products life (1).  
There are ten modularity drivers in the MFD. One or several modularity drivers 
are chosen according to company strategy. The module driver then evaluates and 
identifies the parts/ functions reasons for forming a module (1). 
 

 
(Illustration 1: Taken from Modular Management) 
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The MFD is carried out in five steps: 
 
The first step is to define the costumer requirements. By analyzing the market and 
benchmarking the competitors the costumers� needs and �wants� can be 
determined (1). 
 
The second step of the MFD is to translate the costumer requirements from step 
one into technical solutions. There might be several solutions that satisfy the 
costumer requirements, but only the solution that fit the company criteria and 
profile is chosen (1). 
  
In the third step the technical solutions are evaluated and weighted according to 
their reason for forming a module. In the third step the module drivers are used to 
evaluate the technical solutions (1). 
 
Module concepts are then generated and the interface relation between the 
modules are evaluated and specified in step four (1). 
 
The fifth and final step the modules are specified with technical descriptions, cost 
targets, planned development, description of variants etc. Now the modules are 
ready and can be focused on and developed independently of each other. Here 
tools such as DFM and DFA can be successfully applied (1). 

3.2. Module Drivers 
A number of driving forces for modularization within the product has been 
identified. The module drivers span across the entire length of the products life 
and combine many different functions within a company. The module drivers are: 
 

1. Carry over 
2. Technology evolution 
3. Different Specification 
4. Styling 
5. Process and/ or organization 
6. Separate testing 
7. Available from supplier 
8. Service and maintenance 
9. Upgrading 
10. Recycling 
(1) 
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3.2.1. Carry over 

A carry over is a part or subsystem that will most likely not change. The part will 
be carried over completely from a previous product (1). One example from 
Guldmann-Carenode is the rail-stop. The rail stop is a part that stops the trolley 
from �falling� out through the rail. It is decided that today�s design will be kept 
intact (4). 

 
Carry-
Over 

  

Are there strong [  ] 
medium [  ] 
any [  ] 

reasons why this technical solution should be a 
separate module since it can be carried over from 
the next design, now under development, to 
future generations? 
 

   
(5) 

3.2.2. Technology Evolution 

Technology evolution is a part or subsystem that will undergo design change due 
to new costumer demands or technology shift (1). An example from Guldmann-
Carenode of technology shift is the drive-train. In order to meet higher weight 
requirements and to be in line with the modular platform thinking Guldmann- 
Carenode are changing the motor in the hoist (4).  

   

Technical 
Evolution 

  

Is it  very possible 
[  ] 
possible [  ] 
less possible 
[  ] 

that this technical solution will go through a 
technology shift (ex: mechanical to electrical) 
during the product life cycle? Development 
performed externally. 
 

   
 (5) 

3.2.3. Different Specification 

In the development process the company should strive to implement the product 
variants and customizations to a limited number of parts to reduce the effect of 
product variation. It is preferable to have the parts variants as late as possible in 
the production. This enables the company to save inventory, enhance costumer 
services and lower overall costs (1). The Guldmann-Carenode ceiling hoist cover 
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is a part that will change between different markets. For the homecare market the 
ceiling hoist cover will be light blue with the TOC logo, and for the professional 
market it will be white with a Guldmann logo (4).   

 
Different 
Specifica
tion 

  

Is this 
technical 
solution 

strongly [  ] 
fairly [  ] 
to some extent 
[  ] 

influenced by variation in technical specification 
(different: function, size, torque, etc)? 

   
 (5) 

3.2.4. Styling 

Styling becomes very important when creating a product identity. For the styling 
modules visible parts should be used as a way to create a company trademark (1). 
A styling module can also be used to create a design that blends in with the 
surrounding environment. One example of this is the Guldmann-Carenode rail-
cover. The rail cover will cover the rail and give the ceiling hoist system a styling. 
The styling will have many different variances depending on the environment it is 
to be used in. For example a ceiling hoist system used in the children ward at a 
hospital might have a rail cover with cartoons on it, while a home-care rail cover 
for a ceiling hoist system might have the same color as the walls (4). 
 
Styling   
Is this 
technical 
solution 

strongly [  ] 
fairly [  ] 
to some extent 
[  ] 

Influenced by trends and fashion in such a way that 
form and/or colour have to be altered? 

(5) 

3.2.5. Common unit 

A common unit is a part that is used in all different variants of the product range. 
The common unit is suitable for large scale production. A carry over unit suggests 
a long life time for the part; the common unit means large scale production. If it is 
possible the company should strive to combine these two types of modules (1). 
The rail-stop from Guldmann-Carenode is both a common unit and a carry over. 
The rail stop will be used in every rail independent of weight requirements (4). 
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Common 
Unit 

  

Can this 
technical 
solution be the 
same in 

all [  ] 
most [  ] 
some [  ] 

of the product variants for the particular product 
family (platform)? 

 (5) 

3.2.6. Process and/or organization 

A logic way to get an overview of the production processes is to cluster similar 
manufacturing methods together. For example parts that need to be riveted 
together could form one module.  
Others reasons for forming a module are: ergonomics, long lead times etc (1). 

 
Process/
Organisa
tion 

  

Are there strong [  ] 
medium [  ] 
some [  ] 
 

reasons why this technical solution should be a 
separate module because: 
the lead time differs extraordinary? 

a special manufacturing process is required 
(surface treatment, welding, glueing, etc)? 

it will be an ergonomic part to handle? 

it has suitable work content for a group? 

 (5) 
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3.2.7. Separate Testing 

One of the clear advantages with having a modular product platform is the ability 
to test each module separately before final assembly. This results in quicker 
response time to quality issues (1). 
 
Separate 
Testing 

  

Are there  strong [  ] 
medium [  ] 
some [  ] 

reasons why this technical solution should be a 
separate module because it can/should be tested 
separately due to its high price, quality level, etc? 

 (5) 

3.2.8. Available from supplier 

In some cases it can be profitable to let a supplier take control over a specific 
module. The supplier then becomes responsible for the development and quality 
assurance of the module. Before this is carried out the company needs to address 
these questions: 

 
• are there strategic reasons why the technology should be kept in house 
 
• have we today and in the future enough resources to develop and produce 

this module 
 

• is there any vendor today offering subsystems as a standard module today 
(1) 

 
In reality many of the parts that complete a product comes from many different 
suppliers. Often a part that is needed for assembly at a specific time is delayed, 
resulting in late delivery of the product. By having a modular product platform 
and sub-letting complete modules that is not needed until final assembly, the 
company can reduce the affect of waiting for specific parts. Since the module is 
complete and the quality checked from the supplier it can be immediately 
implemented into the assembly line. 
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Supplier 
Available 

  

Are there  strong [  ] 
medium [  
] 
some [  ] 
 

reasons that this technical solution should be a 
separate module because: 
there are specialists that can deliver the system as 

�black-box�? 

the logistics cost can be reduced? 

the capacity can be balanced? 

 (5) 

3.2.9. Service and Maintenance 

Quick services and maintenance is often required during a products lifetime. All 
parts exposed to wear and maintenance may be clustered together to form a 
service module (1).   
 
Service/
Mainten
ance 

  

Does this 
technical 
solution 
contain 

all [  ] 
most [  ] 
some [  ] 

of the service needed or can service down-time be 
reduced extensively if this technical solution 
becomes a separate module? 

   
 (5) 

3.2.10. Upgrading 

Upgrading means that in the future if the specifications or requirements change 
the module can be changed, functions added or the product performance improved 
(1). One example of an upgradeable module form Guldmann-Carenode is the 
gantry. By having the ability to add more side-plates to the gantry the ceiling 
system can be adapted to take bigger loads if the need arises (4). 
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Upgrading   
Is it possible to 
do  

all [  ] 
most [  ] 
some [  ] 

of the upgrading by changing this technical solution 
only? 

   
 (5) 

3.2.11. Recycling 

In today�s society environmental awareness is increasing. Demands for the ability 
to recycle a product is governed by a growing number of environmental laws. In 
order for the product to be recycled easily the different number of materials 
should be limited. Meaning environmentally hostile and easily recyclable 
materials should be kept separate if possible (1). 
 
Recycling   
Are there strong [  ] 

medium [  
] 
some [  ] 
 

reasons why this technical solution should be a 
separate module because: 
 
it is possible to recycle highly pollutive material in 

this technical solution? 

it is possible to recycle the material in this technical 
solution (big size)? 

(5) 

3.3. Methodology of the MFD 
 
Step 1: Define costumer requirements 

The very first step of product development is derived from costumer demands. A 
product is useless without an intended market and fulfillment of a costumer 
demand. This is however not an easy task. Today�s markets are always changing 
and along with the market so does the requirements and demands. This demand 
a thorough understanding of the market and the costumer (1). 
A company�s strategy in this early phase should be to have a well defined product 
strategy including brand image. What needs answering is: 
 

• What is our product vision for the future? 
 

• What is the profile/ image of this product? 
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• Who are the important customers? 
 
• Who are the most important competitors? 

(1) 
 
The costumer requirements can then be used so that a product specification can be 
formulated. A simplified version of the QFD matrix can be used.   
When the most important customer requirements have been identified they are 
translated into product properties for the design engineers. The relationship 
between costumer requirements and product properties are now displayed in the 
QFD matrix (1). 

  

Customer 
Requirements

Product 
Properties

Technical 
Solutions

Module Drivers

Modules

List of technical 
solutions.

Strategic 
reasons for 

having 
interfaces.

Tech. Sol. with 
interfaces in line 
with the strategy.

D
egree of 

understanding

A
djustability of 

care receiver

C
olour

Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

Which product properties are the most 
important?

3. Nice Design

1.Simpel to use

2. High comfort

Methodology

 
(Illustration 2: Matrix based on documents from Modular Management and input 
from Guldmann- Carenode) 
 
Step 2: Select Technical Solutions 

The design requirements from step 1 need to be evaluated and transferred from 
�fantasy land� to actual technical solutions. In order to achieve this, the product 
has to be broken down in its basic functions and sub-functions that satisfy the 
design requirements. Be breaking down the product this way the design engineer 
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can get a good overview of the parts needed in the product and how they should 
interact. This is normally referred to as functional decomposition (1). 
One of the critical issues with achieving an optimal modular design is functional 
independence. Functional independence means a modular design will be very 
resilient to change and updates, without affecting the overall product structure (1).  
 

Customer 
Requirements

Product 
Properties

Technical 
Solutions

Module Drivers

Modules

Strategic 
reasons for 

having 
interfaces.

Tech. Sol. with 
interfaces in line 
with the strategy.

D
egree of 

understanding

A
djustability to 

care receiver

C
olour

Concept Evaluation, Criteria
Which technical solutions interacts 
with which properties?

Rail Cover

Sling

3. Nice Design

1.Simple to use

2. High Comfort

Methodology

Attachement to sling

(Illustration 3: Matrix based on documents from Modular Management and input 
from Guldmann-Carenode) 

 
A matrix is a one of the ways to structure the functional decomposition in order to 
obtain the right technical solution. One type of matrix is called PUGH. The 
PUGH matrix presents a way to express the advantages and disadvantages of 
different technical solutions (1) (See Illustration 4.). 
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ECNEREFERSling A 

=-+Sling B

Sling C

Technical Concepts 

and Solutions

Purpose

� Identify weaknesses/opportunities.

� Select concepts.

� Document selection.

H
igh com

.

Lifitng
capacity

Concept Evaluation Matrix (Pugh)

Adj. To 
care 

reciever

(Illustration 4: Matrix based on documents from Modular Management and input 
from Guldmann-Carenode) 

 
Step 3: Generate module concept 

Step 3 evaluates the technical solutions from step 2 according to their reasons for 
forming a module. The evaluation is made by using a MIM (Module indication 
matrix). In the MIM the previously discussed module drivers are used (1). 
Each solution are inserted into the MIM and weighed for their reason for forming 
a module on a scale based on the numbers 1, 3, 9. The score one means a weak 
driver, 3 a medium driver, and 9 a strong driver. The irregular scale enables the 
user to �weed� out the weak solutions and identify the strong ones (1). 
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Customer 
Requirements

Product 
Properties

Technical 
Solutions

Module Drivers

Modules

Tech. Sol. with 
interfaces in line 
with the strategy.

D
egree of 

understanding

A
djustability to 

care receiver

C
olour

Module Indication Matrix (MIM)
Are there interacting or opposing 
module drivers?
Which solutions will be affected �by 
the future�?

Rail Cover

Sling

3. Nice Design

1.Simple to use

2. High Comfort

Methodology

Attachement to sling

C
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m
on U

nit

D
iff. Spec

C
arry over

(Illustration 5:  Matrix based on documents from Modular Management and input 
from Guldmann-Carenode) 

 
If a technical solution has many unique module drivers highly weighted, it 
indicates that the technical solution may form a module by itself. A unique 
module driver pattern can also be a reason for the technical solution to form a 
module on its own (1).  
In contrast if a solution has a weak score and few unique module drivers, it 
indicates that the technical solution might be combined with other low weighted 
solutions. Integration should be used when there is a match in the module driver 
pattern, or at least no contradictions. According to (1) a carry over should never 
be combined with technology evolution, because it would disable the possibility 
for stepwise development at low cost. 

 
From the MIM the highest scoring technical solutions are picked out. From this a 
number of suitable module candidates are chosen. For the low scoring solutions 
an evaluation based on the ability to be integrated with the module candidates are 
performed. After this a concept phase can take place. Different module concepts 
are generated and could contain rough dimensioning and form. One, or a few, of 
the concepts are then further worked on (1). 
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Customer 
Requirements

Product 
Properties

Technical 
Solutions

Module Drivers

Modules

D
egree of 
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A
djustability to 
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C
olour

Module Concept Outline
Cluster of technical solutions with 
interacting or non contradicting 
module drivers.

Rail Cover
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Rail Cover module

Sling and 
Attachment 
module

(Illustration 6: Matrix based on documents from Modular Management and input 
from Guldmann-Carenode) 

 
Step 4: Evaluate module concept 

After the module concepts have been generated important questions arise. 
 

• What are the effects on production and development? 
 
• Is the new modular concept better then previous design? 

(1) 
 
The interface between different modules is very important for the final product 
and flexibility within the product family. The interfaces need to be completely 
specified and worked out in order to determine the effect on the separate modules 
(1). 
To get an overview of the interface relations an interface matrix is preferable to 
use. The interface matrix shows how the modules are connected and by which 
type of connection i.e. geometric, electric etc. The interface matrix investigates 
and describes the interfaces that have to be given special attention (1). 
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The modules are entered in expected assembly order into the interface matrix. All 
markings outside of the arrows indicate the preferred assembly principle should 
be reconsidered.  
From an assembly point of view there are two preferred assembly methods, base 
unit assembly and hamburger assembly. In the hamburger assembly the parts are 
assembled from the bottom and up. For the base unit assembly the parts can be 
assembled to a �base� from any direction, and sometimes without a specified 
order. 
These two methods have more advantages than the apparent easy to assembly 
advantage. They enable simultaneous development, provide easier product 
planning and allow a greater flexibility in the workshop environment (1). 
 
Illustration 7 shows a simple interface matrix based on the two preferred assembly 
methods. In the illustration most interfaces are in the top of the matrix meaning a 
�base unit assembly� would be more suitable than a �hamburger assembly� (1).  
There are six types of interfaces necessary to completely describe the relation 
between components in the product architecture. The interfaces are: 
 
A- Attachment interface: How one component is physically connected to another 

i.e. standardized fasteners, geometrical properties etc. 
  
T- Transfer interface: How power or media is transferred between components i.e. 

Torque, Force, Air/ Liquid flow etc. 
 

C- Control and communication interface: How the state of one component will be 
communicated to and/ or controlled by other components i.e. Digital or 
Analogue signals, software interface, Current (A), voltage (V) etc. 

 
S- Spatial interface: The spatial location and volume a component may occupy i.e. 

geometrical etc. 
 

F- Field interface: Various ways in which the functioning of one component may 
generate heat, magnetic fields, vibrations or other environmental effects that 
must be accommodated by other components. 

 
E- Environment interface: The ambient climate environment in which the 

component must operate and function i.e. temperature, humidity, wind etc.  
(5) 
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Tool for documentation - Interfaces
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(Illustration 7: Taken from Modular Management) 
 
Step 5: Optimize modules 

In the final step a specification is written for each module containing technical 
information, cost targets, planned development time, descriptions of variants etc. 
The module description is essential for the modular product platform. 
The modular product platform work has now reached to a point where each 
module is clearly defined, meaning the modules can now be developed separately.  
The MIM now serves as a pointer for what is important for each separate module. 
For example a module that is determined by the module driver service and 
maintenance needs to be easy to disassemble (1). 
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4. Manufacturing Methods 
This report will mention two different manufacturing methods. The different 
methods are based on the type of rail-gantry concept discussed. This chapter will 
briefly discuss the two methods; their function, limitations and advantages. 

4.1. Metal Extrusion 
Extrusion is the process where a material is forced through a die to create a long 
constant cross-section. This task involves the use of a ram or piston as well as the 
cylinder and extrusion die (6). 
Extrusion has two main advantages compared to other manufacturing methods: 
 

1. Extrusion allows a very complex cross-section impossible to create with 
conventional metal forming methods. 

2. Extrusion allows the material to place where it is needed most. This results 
in an optimized strength to weight ratio for the design.   

 
Extrusion can be done �cold� or �hot� so that the material is softened up. The 
forces on the die are very high during metal extrusion. That means that the die 
must be supported well and designed to reduce friction. For Aluminum extrusion 
a lubricant is often used because the material has a tendency to stick to the die. 
Glass is sometimes used as a lubricant for hot extrusion (6).  
Extrusion can be divided into five major types: 
 
! Direct Extrusion 
! Indirect Extrusion 
! Hydrostatic Extrusion 
! Impact Extrusion 
! Hollow Extrusion 

 
This report will only describe Direct and indirect Extrusion. 
 
Direct Extrusion 

In this process the metal is forced through the die by a ram (push-rod). This is the 
method most commonly used for Aluminum extrusion. Think of it as squeezing 
tooth-paste out of the tube.  
Direct Aluminum extrusion is a �hot� extrusion process. The material (billet) is 
pre-heated to about 500-600ºC before being pushed against the die (6). 
Under pressure the billet is crushed against the die, becoming shorter and wider 
until it has full contact with the container walls. While the aluminum is pushed 
through the die, liquid nitrogen flows around some sections of the die to cool it. 
This increases the life of the die and creates an inert atmosphere which keeps 
oxides from forming on the shape being extruded 
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Indirect Extrusion 

In indirect extrusion the ram also acts as a die. The billet is placed in a closed 
cylinder and the ram is pressed against it. Then the billet is forced back into the 
cavity of the ram i.e. die. Indirect extrusion is most commonly used for small 
cross-sections and limited batch sizes (6).  

4.2. Roll Forming 
Roll forming is the cold forming process used to transform metal strip or coil into 
a desired shape by passing the material through a series of matched forming rolls. 
It is a progressive bending operation, gradually forming the metal. 
The basic concept is simple. If the rollers are pressed together with enough force, 
whatever passes between them must take the shape of the space between the 
rollers. 
This method is especially suitable for high volume manufacturing of bended 
profiles. No matter if the profile is simple or highly complex with multiple bends, 
roll-forming can do the job. It can be a fully automated process that includes 
holes, notches, slots, and embosses.   

5. Economic analysis for the Rail-Gantry solution 
The most important reason for Guldmann-Carenode to develop a solution where 
steel plates are added to an aluminum rail is cost reduction. Aluminum is 
approximately four times as expensive as steel. Since the largest cost carrier is the 
direct material cost, a reduction in aluminum will influence the total cost 
significantly. 
 
Today Guldmann uses four types of rails depending on which weight requirement 
is used. The four types of rails are: 
 
Mini-rail 53x58.5mm, weight 3.4kg/m 
Midi-rail 53x109mm, weight 4.5kg/m 
Maxi-rail 53x125mm, weight 6.7kg/m 
Jumbo-rail 53x170mm, weight 8.2kg/m 

(Guldmann) 
 
By adding steel plates to the sides of the rail Guldmann-Carenode are able to only 
use the mini-rail and still cover the entire range of weight requirements. This 
means the largest cost carrier, direct material cost, is reduced to a minimum. 
Cost calculations from Guldmann-Carenode: 

 
Total rail lenght: 
Total, realized (2005)   67.628 m 
Total, Expected 2007 (+ ~15%) 78.000 m 
Total, Expected 2008 (+ ~15%) 90.000 m 
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Total Expected 2009 (+ ~15%) 105.000 m 
 
Rail length for the different variances 
 
Mini total, realized (2005)  16.725 m 
Expected 2007 (+ ~15%)  20.000 m 

 
Midi total, realized (2005)  23.506 m 
Expected 2007 (+ ~15%)  27.000 m 
 
Maxi total, realized (2005)  24.725 m 
Expected 2007 (+ ~15%)  28.500 m 
 
Jumbo total, realized (2005)  2.672 m 
Expected 2007 (+ ~15%)  3.100 m 

 (Guldmann MS1 report Rail) 
 
 

The rail lengths show that the Jumbo rail is only 4% of the total sales. Therefore 
96% of the market lies between the Mini rail and Maxi rail. This is the area that 
the Rail-Gantry solution should be focused upon. The Rail-Gantry solution has to 
be significantly more inexpensive compared to the Midi and Maxi rail and stand 
for the same load requirement. Illustration 8 shows the expected cost reduction for 
the Rail-Gantry solution compared to today�s Midi rail. 
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Target savings (from Rail/Gantry only)
, complete system in e.g. DK
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(Illustration 8: From Guldmann MS1 report Rail) 
 
Guldmann rail today: 
MINI rail     14, 90 US$/meter 
MIDI rail     19, 62 US$/meter 
MAXI rail     27, 66 US$/meter 
Jumbo rail     33, 72 US$/meter 
 
Target cost reduction (rail-gantry only): 40-50% 
 
Spinnaker concept 
Variant no. 1 (1 m)   12 US$/meter (incl. gantry) 
Variant no. 2 (2 m)   2x12 US$/meter  
Variant no. 3 (3 m)   3x12 US$/meter 
( From Guldmann MS1 report Rail) 

   
In order to meet these expected values not only a Gantry is needed. The Mini-rail 
needs to be redesigned and reduced in weight. A 40% material reduction is 
expected without compromising the mechanical robustness. 
Below are the cost expectations for one set of 1, 2 and 3m Gantries. Also included 
is the production line setup cost.    
 
Target cost:     4-5 $/gantry set (2 pcs.) 
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Variant 1:     4-5 $/gantry set (2 pcs.) 
Variant 2:     2 x 4-5 $ gantry set (2 pcs.) 
Variant 3:     3 x 4-5 $ gantry set (2 pcs.) 
 
Investment, tooling, production machines etc.  
Development: 

  Tooling, profile rolling:   50.000 $ 
 
Production: 

  Packaging     2.000 $ 
 
Investment total:    52.000 $ 
 

 ( Guldmann MS1 report Gantry) 
 

By having the rails and gantries in 1, 2 and 3m variances the shipment cost will be 
reduced. Today Guldmann uses rails up to 8m in lengths. A standard delivery 
truck in Europe is 6m long. This creates a logistic problem and adds to the total 
cost of the system. The Rail-Gantry solution gives Guldmann-Carenode the 
opportunity to combine 1, 2 and 3m rails and gantries into larger systems without 
compromising the logistics.    
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6. Technical Specifications and Requirements 
To identify the critical properties and goal values Guldmann-Carenode uses a 
property specification. The property specification consists of 35 property and goal 
values. The properties can be Clean ability, Installation time, Part weight etc. For 
each module the properties corresponding to that module are chosen. The chosen 
properties are then valued on a 1, 3 and 9 scale according to what has the largest 
effect on the specific module. A complete description of the property specification 
can be found in appendix 1.  

6.1. Rail specifications 
The rails properties and goal values are as follows: 
 
(see appendix 1 for description) 
 
9 points   

Clean ability 
Degree of configurability 
Installation Time 
Number of tools 
Package robustness 
Part weight 
Shape of equipment 
Time to configure 

 
3 points 

Mechanical robustness 
Number of integrated functions 
Part size 
Size in use 
Surface texture 
Tolerance 

 
1 point 

Availability 
Color 
Lifting capacity kg 
Material type 

 
(Guldmann MS1 rail report) 
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In addition to the properties and goal values the rail has technical criteria�s. These 
criteria�s depicts size, load, installation, bracket positioning and compatibility 
requirements. 

6.1.1. Size requirement: 
The determining size requirement for the rail can be seen in Illustration 9. In the 
A case the distance from the ceiling to the bottom of the rail is 85mm. The 85mm 
includes the ceiling bracket. The ceiling bracket today has a height of 25 mm, 
giving the maximum height of the rail to be 60mm.   
 

   
 

 (Illustration 9: Guldmann MS1 report rail) 

6.1.2. Load requirement: 
 The load requirement follows the standard EN 10535.  

EN 10535 states: 
 

• Horizontal and vertical deformation max 1:200 of the total length of the rail 
 
• Safety factor until plastic deformation: 1.5 

 
 
• Safety factor to breakage: 8 
(EN 10535) 
 
The safety factor 8 to breakage is a requirement that has been heavily discussed 
and debated. The safety factor is set so high because there are parts interfacing 
with the rail that are exposed to wear. The plastic wheels that pass through the 
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rail are parts that will wear out over time. It can be discussed if this wear affects 
the rail in anyway. If the wear on the wheels was not an issue the safety factor to 
breakage would be 4. 

6.1.3. Installation requirements 
Horizontal and vertical alignment of rails/rail ends is required to avoid a 
�bumpy� ride when passing through rail joints (Guldmann MS1 report rail). 

6.1.4. Bracket Positioning requirements 
Positioning and fastening of wall and ceiling brackets on the rail must be 
infinitely variable in the lengthwise direction (Guldmann MS1 report rail). 

6.1.5. Compatibility requirements 
No compatibility to previous systems is required (Guldmann MS1 report rail). 

6.2. Gantry Specifications 
The gantry properties and goal values are as follows: 
(see appendix 1 for description) 
 
9 points   

Installation Time 
Number of Tools 
Time to configure 
Part weight 
Lifting capacity 
Mechanical robustness 
 
3 points 

Size in use 
Lifting height 
Part size 
 
(Guldmann MS1 report Gantry) 
 
Like the rail the gantry also has technical design criteria�s. The design criteria�s 
are as follows: 

6.2.1. Size requirement: 

In illustration 9 case B the maximum height for the rail, with gantry attached by a 
ceiling bracket, is 144mm. As discussed in size requirements for the rail the 
ceiling bracket is 25mm high. This gives a maximum height for the rail and 
gantry of 120mm. 
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6.2.2. Load requirement: 

The gantry also follows EN 10535, see Load requirement for the rail for details. 
The goal value for the Rail- Gantry solution is to be able to withstand a weight of 
300kg on a 6m unsupported span. It is estimated that this requirement will cover 
80% of the market (Guldmann: Niels Jacob) 

7. Design history Gantry 
The design phase has involved a large amount of concept, from the early stages of 
basic concepts to complex solutions. 
The design work began with evaluating the present day hoist and its functions and 
interfaces. Guldmann provided their concept winner �Side-mounted gantry� early 
(see Illustration 10). In the beginning this concept was based on a 109mm Midi-
rail, and the gantry covered the entire side of the rail without extending above it 
(see Illustration 10).  
 

 
   

(Illustration 10: From Guldmann MS1 report rail) 
 
The specification was later changed by Guldmann stating that instead of using the 
109mm high Midi-rail the 60mm high Mini-rail was to be used. The reason for 
this was to reduce the impact on the property lifting height (see appendix 1). This 
meant that it would be impossible to slide or snap it on from the sides, since it 
now needed to be extended above the Mini-rail. 
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Following the change in specification from Guldmann new concepts needed to be 
designed. The design phase has been through three major concept evaluations. 
The first evaluation came after Guldmanns visit in late April. During this visit 
function and specifications were discussed and new concepts were developed with 
the help of the Guldmann engineers. The result from these discussions is 
displayed in Illustration 11. The conclusion was to test two concepts. One concept 
was to have two U-gantries placed on top of each other. The other one was a side 
bolted profile with a 90º bend at the top.  
 

 
 
(Illustration 11: From meeting with Guldmann engineers) 

7.1. Gantry concept evaluation 1 
As mentioned above the two concepts to be tested were the U-gantry and the side-
bolted plates. The side-bolted plates will from now on be referred to as the L-
gantry for simplicities sake. 
2D and 3D models were quickly designed in order to produce a prototype. The 
material thickness was 2mm for both solutions. This decision was not based on 
any calculations of the moment of inertia, only the weight was taken in 
consideration. The decision was based on a misconception that the rail and gantry 
together could not weigh more than 8.5kg/ m. This misconception was based on 
the property part-weight (see appendix 1). The property part weight states that no 
individual part shall exceed 25kg. Since no part can be over 3m, the weight per m 
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would be 8.5kg. This was interpreted as the gantry combined with the rail could 
not exceed 8.5 kg/ m. In fact the property part weight should be interpreted as no 
individual part before assembly should weigh more than 8.5kg/ m. 

7.1.1. Test Setup 

One setup was used for all tests in order to be able to compare the different 
results. The test setup was: 
 
• Two pieces of 1m rail joined together in the middle with 1m gantry ( see 

App.2) 
 
• The rail ends are fixed with the help of a slide in the T-track of the rail. The 

slide is fastened securely with two M10 bolts ( see App.3) 
 

• The free-span of the test was 1700mm 
 

• The load is applied in the joint between the rails ( see App.4) 
 

• The largest span of the rail without gantry is 350mm 
 

• The testing speed was 20mm/ min 
 

• The samples were pulled until breakage 
 

The rail-gantry setups were: 
 
• Two U-profiles on top of each other mounted to the rail from the top. Length 

of the gantry 1m 
 

• Two L-profiles mounted on each side of the rail with M6 bolts. Length of the 
gantry 1m 

7.1.2. Material specification 

The material for the rail is aluminum 6063 with heat treatment T5. The material 
used for the gantry was SPCC. SPCC is a cold drawn low carbon steel following 
Japanese standard. 
The material thickness was 2mm. The weight of the L-gantry and rail was 
6.5kg/m, and the U-gantry and rail weighed 8kg/m. 

7.1.3. Testing Equipment 

The gantry samples were tested with a 5000kg tensile tester. The rail was fixed 
using two steel pillars standing on the floor (see app.3). 
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7.1.4. L-gantry test result 

The L-gantry withstood a load of 657kg before breakage. The breakage occurred 
in the center where the load was applied. The L-gantry developed a visible 
�waist� in the area of the rail joint where the load was applied. According to the 
test curve (see Illustration 11) the deflection of the rail at 2600N is in the area of 
4.5-5mm. In comparison the Guldmann Midi-rail has a deflection of 2mm for the 
same span and load. 
 

    
 
(Illustration 11) 

7.1.5. U-gantry test results 

The U-gantry withstood a load of 536kg before breakage. A similar �waist�, as 
the L-gantry, occurred on the gantry in the rail joint where the load was applied. 
The difference compared to the L-gantry was that the �waist� became apparent at 
a smaller load. After unloading the sample the �waist� was still visible and a 
permanent deformation had occurred. The deflection at 2600N is the same as the 
L-gantry and the same comparison to the Guldmann Midi-rail applies here (see 
Illustration 12). 
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 (Illustration 12) 

7.1.6. Test result evaluation 

The two samples had an unsatisfactory performance, and the specification 300kg 
on a 6m span was not obtained. This was based on the conclusion that both gantry 
samples withstood fewer loads than a Guldmann Midi-rail during the test. A 
deflection comparison shows a 150% larger deflection for the gantry samples than 
the Guldmann Midi-rail. In Illustration 13 the deflection for the Guldmann Midi-
rail can be seen. Illustration 13 shows that for a 6m span the Midi-rail�s deflection 
is over 70mm, while the allowed deflection is 30mm. In fact the Midi-rail�s 
largest allowed span for the load 2600N is 3.75m. 
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(Illustration 13: From Guldmann Deflection Chart document) 
 
A comparison of the moment of inertia between the solutions was made. The 
moment of inertia is one of the most important factors when loading a beam in a 
certain direction. In the deflection formula the two inputs that carry the most 
weight is the E-modulus and the moment of inertia. The deflection formula is as 
follows: 
 

 deflection
IxE

LW
IxE

LP =+
**384

**5
**48

* 33

 (Deflection formula 1) 

 
Where: P= load (N) 
 L= rail length (m) 
 E= E-modulus (Gpa) 
 Ix= moment of inertia X-axis (cm4) 
 W= weight of the rail (kg) 
 Axis= xy ↑→   
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The moment of inertia for the Midi-rail is 210cm4 around the X-axis and the E-
modulus is 70 Gpa. The gantries plus rail have a moment of inertia of around 
110cm4 around the X-axis and two E-modulus of 70 Gpa for the aluminum rail 
and 200 Gpa for the gantry. By looking only at the moment of inertia around the 
X-axis the L and U-gantry plus rail have 50% less moment of inertia compared to 
the Guldmann Midi-rail.  
Another issue is that virtually no material is present in the top middle of the L and 
U-gantry giving a negative effect on the moment of inertia. One can state that the 
more mass and cross section area far away from the neutral X-axis the better. For 
the two samples most mass and cross section area is distributed evenly to the 
sides. This could account for the �waist� phenomena that appear at higher loads. 

7.2. Gantry concept evaluation 2 
After the initial tests of the U and L-gantry new concepts were needed that take 
into account the issues from the test. It was decided that deeper calculations were 
needed, especially for the moment of inertia required. The conclusion was that a 
solution with a large mass and cross section area far away from the neutral X-axis 
was needed. It was also decided that it would be preferable to have the gantry 
connection to the rail via the rails T-track (see Illustration 14). 
 

 
(Illustration 14 showing the T-track of the Mini-rail)      
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The work was now concentrated on finding solutions that satisfies these two 
criteria�s. New design concepts were developed and inspiration was gathered 
from the building construction industry. Many of the standard beams used in 
building structures are designed for creating large amounts of moment of inertia 
with limited part weight. One of the beams that do this is the T- profile. A T-
profile has, as the name suggests, a shape resembling the letter T. A new concept 
with the T- profile slid into the T-track of the rail was made. Although the side-
mounted concept wasn�t completely dropped the main focus was now on the T-
gantry.  

7.2.1. Moment of inertia calculations 
The moment of inertia needed has been calculated by using Solidworks and hand 
calculations. Solidworks have been used to find the moment of inertia of the rail- 
gantry solutions. By letting computer software calculate the moment of inertia the 
error margin decrease significantly compared to hand calculation. 
Hand calculations have been used to identify the moment of inertia needed to 
withstand a load of 300kg on a 6m span. The calculations are based on elementary 
case 1 for free span beam (6) and moment of inertia calculations for beams of two 
materials (7). The calculations were: 
 

])1[(
6

)( 32
3

εεββεδ −−=
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 For αε ≤  (deflection formula 2) 

 
1)( =+ βα  

 
Ix= 242 cm4 
 
Where: 
 
δ (ε ) = sum of deflection 
P= force (N) 
l= length of beam 
Esteel= E-modulus 
Ix= moment of inertia 
β = percentage of total beam length to force 

=α  percentage of total beam length to force 

ε = 
l
x = quota of distance to force and beam length 

Axis= xy ↑→  
 
Calculations showed that the moment of inertia needed for a steel beam to 
withstand a load of 300kg on a 6m span was: Ix= 242 cm4.  
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The Rail-gantry solution is made from two materials; aluminum and steel (see 
Illustration 16). This poses a problem since the moment of inertia calculations are 
only based on a steel beam. This means that the aluminum profile had to be 
transposed to its steel equivalent. To do this you have to consider the E-modulus 
of both materials (7). Steel has E-modulus of about 200Gpa, while aluminum has 
around 70Gpa. 
If the beam was made of aluminum the deflection would be Esteel/ Ealu= 2.85 times 
as big compared to steel (7). Knowing this ratio it is easy to transpose an 
aluminum cross section into its steel equivalent. Since the height of the rail will 
still be 60mm, the parameter that can be changed is the width. 
The Mini-rail has a moment of inertia of 46cm4; its steel equivalent would then be 
46/ 2.85= 16.1 cm4. Based on this value a steel profile was designed in 
Solidworks. The new steel profile was designed and assembled with the T-gantry. 
The moment of inertia for the steel profile and T-gantry was 278cm4, well over 
the required 242 cm4 needed (see Illustration 17).  
 

 
 
(Illustration 15: showing optimized rail and T-gantry) 
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7.2.2. Specification T-Gantry 
The T-gantry was designed to fit the rail�s T-track. This meant that no standard 
profile could be used. A profile was designed so that the moment of inertia 
including gantry and rail equaled to 278 cm4 (see Illustration 16). The gantry and 
rail had a total height of 120mm, and the gantry weight was 7.9kg/ m. The T-
gantry now fit all the requirements for the load and size. The 278 cm4 is well 
above the needed calculated value of 242 cm4. The weight 7.9kg/ m is within the 
25kg/ part set by Guldmann in the property specification for part weight (see 
appendix). 
 

 
 
(Illustration 16: showing transposed steel profile and T-gantry Ix= 278cm4)       
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7.2.3. Tensile test Setup for the T-gantry 
A prototype of the T-gantry was ordered to enable a tensile test of the profile. The 
profile was built from sheets of metal and welded together to form the desired T-
shape. The test setup was: 
 
•  A 2000mm Mini-rail and a 1700mm T-gantry joined together in the rails T-

track locked with vertical braces at each end 
 
• The rail ends are fixed with the help of a slide in the T-track of the rail. The 

slide is fastened securely with two M10 bolts ( see App.3) 
 

• The free-span of the test was 1700mm 
 

• The load is applied in the middle of the rail  ( see App.4) 
 

• The testing speed was 20mm/ min 
 

• The sample was pulled to deflection 8.5mm 

7.2.4. Material specification 
The material for the rail is aluminium 6063 with heat treatment T5. The material 
used for the gantry was SPCC. SPCC is a cold drawn low carbon steel following 
Japanese standard. 
The weight of the T-gantry was 7.9kg/m, and the rail weighed 3.4kg/m.  

7.2.5. Testing Equipment 
The same testing equipment was used as before (see pg.31 for description) 

7.2.6. Tensile Test result T-gantry 
The maximum allowed deflection for a span of 1.7m is 8.5mm, based on the 
standard EN-10535. The test was carried out to find the load the T-gantry and rail 
withstood at the deflection 8.5mm. The result gave a value of 600kg. 
The rail displayed a visible deformation in the T-track (see Illustration 14). The 
sides of the T-track folded outwards and a gap became apparent between the T-
track and T-gantry.  
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7.2.7. Conclusions from tensile test 
When two bodies are joined together it is imperative that the interface between 
the two is adequate. The bodies can not be allowed to separate or slide from each 
other. When this happens only one part absorbs the load i.e. the stronger one. 
Based on the deflection formula (see Deflection formula 1), the deflection for 
only the T-gantry on a 1.7m span with the force 6000N is 6.7mm, compared to the 
tensile result of 8.5mm. For this case the sides of the T-track deforms around the 
bottom of the T-gantry and separates. The load is immediately transferred to the 
T-gantry and the Mini-rail poses only as dead weight. One can state that nothing 
is stronger than its weakest link. 
These conclusions are based on: 
 
• Tensile tests of U-gantrys mounted on top of the rail and T-profile slided into 

the rail 
 
• Ansys simulations to compare the condition bonded and the condition no 

separation  
 

• Ansys simulations to compare the T-profile taking the load itself, and the rail 
and T-profile taking the load with contact condition no separation 

 
• Brief discussion with a PHD student at Luleå Tekniska Universitet who 

focuses on steel structures 
 

7.2.8. Ansys results 
In Ansys three different cases are used. All the different cases have the same set-
up, mesh parameters and load in order for the result to be comparable. In the first 
case only the T-gantry is bended (see app.5). The load applied is 6000N in the 
middle of the gantry. The deflection is 5.4mm. 
In the second case an assembly of the rail and T-gantry is used. The contact 
surface condition is set to no separation. No separation means that the surfaces in 
contact are never allowed to separate but a small sliding between the surfaces is 
allowed. The deflection of this model was 5mm, showing only a 10% difference 
in deformation compared to using only the T-gantry (see app.6). In reality a 
separation of the surfaces occur, making the deformation actually larger than if 
you would use a T-gantry by itself. This is due to the fact that the rail separates 
from the T-gantry and deforms on its own. 
For the third case the same assembly is used and the contact surface condition is 
changed to bonded. Bonded means that no sliding or separation of the surfaces is 
allowed. The deformation in this case was 2.3mm (see app.7) 
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7.2.9. Discussion with Martin Nilsson (PhD LTU) 
Martin Nilsson is a PhD student at Luleå Tekniska Universitet focusing on steel 
structures. A brief discussion with Martin confirmed the conclusions made. After 
sending a cross section of the T-gantry and rail solution he stated that to him it 
looked like the two parts are not cooperating. When no cooperation between the 
two parts is apparent each part takes the full load separately. He also stated the 
places where the model is most likely to break (see Illustration 18). This is in-line 
with the tensile test result.  
 

 
 
 (Illustration 18: areas in red showing where the breakage will most likely occur)   

7.2.10. Tolerance issues 
The straightness tolerance for rail extrusion is .3*length (mm)/ 300. Meaning for a 
3m rail the straightness can differ 3mm. If you make the assumption that the T-
gantry can be manufactured through steel extrusion with the same tolerances. The 
minimum gap you need for it to fit in the T-track is 6mm in every direction. 
Taking in account the conclusions made some sort of mechanical fixture would be 
needed. 
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7.2.11. Quotation from steel extrusion supplier 
A steel extrusion company named Hoesch Schwerter profile was contacted for a 
quotation for the manufacturing of the T-gantry. Hoesch Schwerter profile has the 
capabilities to manufacture the T-gantry according to the right dimensions, 
tolerances and expected volume. Their quotation states 2850 �/ 1000kg. Making 
the cost for a 7.9kg T-gantry 22.5 �. This cost is well over the expected 5 US $ set 
by Guldmann*. 

7.3. Concept Evaluation 3 
Based on the cost, tolerance issues and the failure of the rails T-track, the T-
gantry solution did not satisfy the stated requirements. 
Again the project needed to be reset to the concept phase. Taken into account the 
things learned from previous solutions the new concepts had some fixed criteria�s 
that needed to be fulfilled. The criteria�s were:  
 
• A strong mechanical fixture to keep the rail and gantry from separating 
• A solution that does not require tight tolerances 
• A cheap and simple manufacturing process to meet cost expectations, suited 

for large volume manufacturing 
• Material in the top- middle of the solution to keep the sides from failing 
• A moment of inertia equivalent to 242cm4 for steel 

7.3.1. S-gantry concept 
The S-gantry concept was developed with regard to everything that had been 
learned so far. The basic principle is to use two bended profiles fixed on each side 
of the rail. What makes this solution different from the others is the fact that it 
also joins the two gantries together in the middle (see Illustration 19). The S-
gantries are bolted to the sides of the rail by an extruded screw track. By using a 
bended profile in this manner, the result is a T shaped gantry that has a strong 
mechanical fix. Other important advantages are the configurability for different 
loads. By adding a side-plate to the S-gantry you can increase the moment of 
inertia and change the load requirement. 
The material cost is increased compared to the T-gantry, but the manufacturing 
cost will be reduced. The manufacturing process used will be a method called 
roll-forming. The flat sheet metal plate runs through a series of wheels/ rolls that 
creates the bends needed. It is a fully automated process and is very suitable for 
large scale manufacturing.     
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(Illustration 19: showing concept drawing of the S-gantry concept) 

7.3.2. Calculations S-gantry 
Based on previous calculations of the moment of inertia (see deflection formula 
2), 242cm4 is needed for 300kg on a 6m span. With the help of Autodesk 
Inventor and Solidworks, a model of the S-gantry with the needed moment of 
inertia was made. The moment of inertia of the new S-gantry was 269cm4 with a 
weight of 11kg/m (see Illustration 20). 
The unresolved issue is how many bolts, and of what dimension, is needed to fix 
the S-gantry properly to the rail. Since the screw tracks on the side of the rail does 
not have a 360 degree contact area around the bolt all standard calculations of 
thread depths and size of bolts is made impossible. To find out what is required 
for the bolts and screw tracks, extensive testing will have to be done.     
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(Illustration 20: showing the 11kg/m, 269cm4 S-gantry) 

7.3.3. Tensile test S-gantry 
A prototype adjusted to today�s mini-rail was made. The prototype had the same 
moment of inertia as the S-gantry concept, 269cm4. The material thickness used 
was 3mm and the material SPCC (see Illustration 21 for measurements). 
It was decided that the S-gantry and rail should be tested on the full 6m span. The 
assembly of the S-gantry and rail should be according to the specifications set by 
Guldmann in the MS1 report for the gantry. The MS1 report states that no part 
can exceed 3m in length. This means that for a 6m span two pieces of 3m mini-
rail would be used, and 3 pieces of 2m gantries. The length of the rail and gantry 
differs due to the fact that they need to overlap each other in order for the rail-
joint to be stable. 
Today�s mini-rail does not have screw tracks on the side so holes were drilled 
every 80mm in order for the S-gantry to be fastened properly. The dimensions of 
the bolts were M5.  
The 180 degree bend in the top of the S-gantry caused a problem for the supplier. 
It was decided that it should be bent in the other direction (see Illustration 21) 
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(Illustration 21: Showing the S-gantry prototype sent to supplier) 

  
The test setup was:  

 
• Two pieces of 2m rail joined together in the middle by 3 pieces of 2m gantry 

( see App.8) 
 
• The rail ends are fixed with the help of a slide in the T-track of the rail. The 

slide is fastened securely with two M10 bolts ( see App.3) 
 

• The free-span of the test was 5750mm 
 

• The load is applied in the joint between the rails ( see App.4) 
 

• The testing speed was 20mm/ min 
 

• The sample were pulled with the loads 0-300kg 
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The rail-gantry setup was: 
 
• 3 pieces of 2m gantries fixed to the side of the rail with M5 bolts. 

7.3.4. Material specification 
The material for the rail is 6063 with heat treatment T5. The material used for the 
gantry was SPCC. SPCC is a cold drawn low carbon steel following Japanese 
standard. For gantry dimensions see Illustration 21. 
The material thickness was 3mm. The weight of the S-gantry and rail was 14.4 
kg/m. 

7.3.5. Testing Equipment 
The same testing equipment was used as before (see pg.31 for description) 

7.3.6. Tensile test result 
The sample was loaded with 300kg and the deflection was measured. According 
to EN-10535 the maximum allowed deflection for a 5750mm span is 28.75mm. 
The deflection for the S-gantry and mini-rail was 26.84mm (see Illustration 22). 
This value is within the maximum deflection allowed, meaning the S-gantry 
solution is adequate. 
 
 

 
(Illustration 22: Showing the tensile test curve for the T-gantry) 
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8. Design history rail 
The design of the rail has always followed the type of gantry solution being 
developed. Since one of the major issues has been how to mechanically fix the gantry 
to the rail the design has been very dependent on the gantry solution. The rails that 
will be discussed here are the rail types used for each gantry concept made. 

8.1. Rail concept for the L-U-T-gantry 
The rail design for these three gantry concepts is basically the same. The principle 
followed was to reduce as much weight from the present Guldmann mini-rail as 
possible, and still maintain the same moment of inertia. 
By evaluating Guldmanns present mini-rail (See Illustration 23), one can see that 
a lot of the material constitutes as dead weight. Dead weight is material placed in 
the wrong place not contributing significantly to the moment of inertia of the 
profile. This is especially apparent by analyzing the sides of the present 
Guldmann mini-rail.  
The present Guldmann mini-rail has a weight of 3.4kg/m and a moment of inertia 
of 46.5cm4. 

 

  
(Illustration 23: Showing the present Guldmann mini-rail. Weight 3.4kg/m, 
Ix=46.5cm4) 
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The new rail concept has the same dimensions as the previous rail, which makes it 
fully compatible to the Guldmann product range. The weight was reduced to 
2.588 kg (24% weight reduction), and the moment of inertia was 46cm4. The 
majority of the weight was reduced at the sides. Some of the weight needed to be 
redistributed to the top and bottom of the profile to maintain the moment of inertia 
(see Illustration 24). 
The inside of the new mini-rail is larger than its predecessor due to the fact that 
space is needed for the charging liner. Today�s mini-rail does not come with the 
option of continuous charging for the hoist. In the MS1 report for the rail from 
Guldmann it states that only one variance of rails will be used, making it 
necessary for the new mini-rail to allow continuous charging. The charging liner 
fixture design is still undecided, but it will be placed in the top of the inside of the 
rail. 

 

     
(Illustration 24: Showing new optimized mini-rail. Weight 2.588kg/m, Ix=46cm4)  

8.2. Rail Concept for the S-gantry 
The S-gantry demands a new type of rail. The main difference from previous rail 
types is that the S-gantry requires two screw-tracks on each side of the rail. 
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The weight requirement of a 40% reduction in material from Guldmann still 
applies. This poses a problem, since more material will be required when adding 
screw-tracks to the sides. By adding screw tracks to the L-U-T based rail profile 
the weight became 3.6kg/m, which is 0.2kg more than the present Guldmann 
mini-rail. To meet Guldmanns weight requirement the new rail profile needs a 
dramatic weight reduction. 
It became apparent that it would be very difficult to maintain the 46.5cm4 from 
the present Guldmann mini-rail and still achieve a 40% weight reduction. 
Calculations were made based on a new requirement from Guldmann stating that 
the mini-rail needed to support 300kg on a 1.5m span by itself. Based on the 
deflection formula (see deflection formula 2) the moment of inertia needed for 
300kg on a 1.5m span is 40cm4 for aluminum. 
Based on these requirements a new profile was designed (see Illustration 25).   
 
    

 
(Illustration 25: showing new optimized rail with screw-tracks. Weight 
2.256kg/m, Ix=43.1cm4) 
 
The new design has an extreme look to it, but fulfills the load requirement in 
theory. As stated previously, to withstand a load of 300kg on a 1.5m span the 
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moment of inertia needed is 40cm4. The new rail has a moment of inertia of 
43.1cm4. 
The 40% weight reduction was not obtained. The weight of the new rail was 
2.256kg/m, giving a weight reduction of 34%. 
To reduce additional weight, to meet the 40%, is not recommended. The removal 
of more material will have a large effect on the moment of inertia and the overall 
stability of the rail. 

9. Final rail-gantry solution 
There is only one solution that fulfills the criteria�s set by Guldmann, the S-gantry 
and its corresponding rail (see Illustration 26). There are still many unanswered 
mechanical robustness questions whether this concept solution will be possible in 
reality. Some of the issues are: 
 

• Is the screw track for the rail deep and wide enough? 
• How many bolts are required for the S-gantry to be properly fastened? 
• Will the mini-rail withstand load by itself or is the weight reduction to 

extreme? 
These questions can only be answered by extensive testing. In order to test the 
solution a mini-rail would need to be extruded. This calls for the manufacturing of an 
extrusion tool. This is time consuming and costly, but will in the end be necessary for 
the mechanical validation of the rail-gantry solution. 
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(Illustration 26: Showing the final rail-gantry solution.) 

9.1.  Configurability of the rail-gantry 
Degree of configurability is one of the goal values for the rail-gantry solution. It 
states: the possibility to design complete ceiling rail systems from rail & gantry 
modules and their variances to specific loads and spans without using more 
material than needed (see appendix 1). 
To satisfy 80% of the market there are three weight requirements to be 
considered. The weight requirements are: 
 
• 250kg on a 3.5m span ( comparable to the present Guldmann Midi-rail) 
• 250kg on a 4.5m span (comparable to the present Guldmann Maxi-rail) 
• 300kg on a 6m span ( to satisfy heavy requirements) 

 
To make the rail-gantry solution configurable to the stated loads, a possibility to 
add steel plates to the sides of the S-gantry was introduced. The S-gantry was 
redesigned to take the load for 250kg on a 4.5m span (maxi comparison).  
By using the deflection formula (see deflection formula 2) the needed moment of 
inertia was calculated. The result showed that for a steel profile 104cm4 was 
required. The height of the gantry was reduced from 120mm to 110mm and the 
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material thickness changed to 2mm. The moment of inertia for this solution was 
131cm4, and had a final weight for the gantry of 6.5kg/m. 
A midi-rail comparison was also made and the result showed that it would weigh 
5.4kg/m. The weight reduction was achieved by reducing the height of the gantry 
to 100mm. The large reduction in weight causes the total rail-gantry solution to be 
less configurable. This is due to the fact that the height of the gantry is important 
for the configurability of the rail-gantry solution for higher loads. The less height 
the harder it is to get the moment of inertia needed to take 300kg on a 6m span. It 
was decided that the 250kg on a 4.5m span solution would constitute as the 
�basic� model (Maxi-rail comparison). 
 
By adding a 4mm steel plate to the side of the new S-gantry enough moment of 
inertia is created to take the load 300kg on a 6m span. The S-gantry with side-
plates has a final weight of 13.4kg/ m; compare this to the previous weight of 
11kg/m for the optimized 300kg on a 6m span S-gantry. The side-plates and S-
gantry is heavier because material is added where it isn�t needed (see Illustration 
27). 

 

     
(Illustration 27: Showing configurable rail-gantry solution) 
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9.2.  Economic evaluation of rail-gantry solution 
Since the Rail-gantry solution is based on a large cost reduction, it is important 
that this is achieved also in reality. In order to obtain the cost for the Rail-gantry 
solution manufacturers and suppliers have been contacted for quotations. 
Since Guldmanns original target costs was made the material cost has increased, 
both for aluminum and steel. The costs are as follows: 
  
Expected steel cost (US$) Current steel cost (US$) 
0.92US$/kg 0.98US$/kg 

 
Expected aluminum cost (US$) Current aluminum cost (US$) 
4US$/kg 5.2US$/kg 

 
Since the material market is unstable at the moment these numbers are likely to 
change, but the current cost will be used in the economic evaluation of the rail-
gantry solution. 

 
In order to determine the economical gain of the rail-gantry solution it is 
compared to a solution that satisfies the same mechanical requirements as the 
Rail-gantry solution. This is referred to as plan B, and is based on the fact that 
today�s Guldmann rails can be optimized. Meaning a material reduction of 20% is 
expected for the entire rail type range i.e. the mini, midi, maxi and jumbo rail. 
      
The cost calculation compare only material and process cost between the 
solutions, it takes no consideration to logistics, packaging etc (see Appendix 9 for 
the cost comparison). This should only be considered as rough cost estimation. 
Granted there are costs that could significantly change the result, especially the 
inventory and logistics cost. However these costs are very hard to capture and was 
decided not to be used in the preliminary cost calculation.   
 
Looking in the cost comparison (see Appendix 9), the Rail-gantry solution will 
have the same cost as the optimized midi-rail. For higher load requirements the 
Rail-gantry solution will be cheaper than optimizing the corresponding rail. 
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10. Discussion 
This project has had its fair shares of problems and issues. The main reason for this 
can be contributed to my inexperience and initial limited knowledge of the product. In 
retrospect a better communication with the Guldmann engineers in the early phases of 
the project would have limited the error margins. 
 
The Rail-gantry solution has changed many times during the project. Of probably 
hundreds of concept drawings, three concept milestones have been tested. Through 
each of the concept milestones essential knowledge to the project has been obtained. 
An important lesson is to take what you learned from each stage and applying it to the 
new solution. This is what have driven the project back to square one and then 
forward again. 

 
The original design and cost specifications was not completely fulfilled, which is 
natural when the transition from concept to finished product is made. The final Rail-
gantry solution was chosen because it satisfies most of the cost and design 
requirements. 
The question that arises when a solution exists is; what are the benefits compared to 
reducing the weight of the present aluminum rails. In my opinion there are very few if 
any. The reasons are: 
 

1. Installation: The Rail-gantry solution demands the use of large amounts of 
bolts for the gantry to attach to the rail. This is time demanding, costly and 
difficult for the installer. Today the rail can be fastened to the brackets at 
once with no need for a preassembly. 

 
2. Weight: A six meter Rail-gantry solution will weigh 93kg. Compare this to a 

six meter Maxi-rail that weighs 39kg. 
 

3. The appearance: A solid aluminum rail will always have a more pleasant look 
than the Rail-gantry solution, even with a plastic rail-cover. 

 
4. The total cost: There are numbers of hidden costs that has to be considered 

and that can effect the cost reduction achieved by the Rail-gantry solution. It 
is not enough to view the process and material cost solely, logistics, handling 
and packaging costs also need to be considered. 

 
My final word is that I do not think the cost reduction achieved is enough to merit a 
solution that is time consuming and complex for the installer. In order for the Rail-
gantry solution to survive it need to be proven that the logistics costs can be reduced 
significantly. Otherwise Guldmann-Carenode will end up with an inferior product 
with no clear benefit for the end user. 
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Appendix 
 

1. Property Specification 
2. Picture showing the U-gantry and rail 
3. Picture of the rail end fixture 
4. Picture showing trolley and rail-joint in the testing fixture 
5. FEM calculation of the T-gantry without rail 
6. FEM calculation of the T-gantry and rail with contact condition No Separation 
7. FEM calculation of the T-gantry and rail with contact condition Bonded 
8. Picture showing the assembled S-gantry 
9. Cost Calculation comparing Rail-gantry solution and optimized rails 
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Appendix 1 
 
Property Specification 
 
Clean ability: How easy it is to clean the equipment 
 
Degree of configurability: The possibility to design complete ceiling rail systems from 
rail & gantry modules and their variances to specific loads and spans without using more 
material than needed. 
 
Installation time: The time it takes to install the equipment on site. 
 
Number of tools: Number of tools used during installation and reconfiguration of the 
equipment. 
 
Package robustness: Strength of package 
 
Part weight: Weight of hoist parts that is transported and assembled on site. No parts 
above 25 kg (jumbo is today 8,7kg/m = 8m rail 70kg. 
 
Shape of equipment: Industrial design of equipment. 
 
Time to configure: The time it takes an OEM customer to configure a product variant. 
 
Mechanical robustness: Wear and tear resistance, Mechanical strength, Impact 
strength, Scratch resistance, Overload resistant. 
 
Number of integrated functions: Number of built in functions in the equipment. 
 
Part size: Size of hoist parts that is transported and assembled on site. 
 
Size in use: Space occupied by the equipment. "Not in the way" "Can be adapted to local 
space constraints." 
 
Surface texture: 
 
Tolerance: How well mechanical parts are fitted to each other. 
 
Availability: How easy it is to get the equipment and the time per day the equipment can 
be used. Includes maintenance time. Include charging time. Service log is wanted. 
 
Colour: Colour of equipment 
 
Lifting capacity kg: The maximum weight a hoist (Ceiling, Mobile, Wall/Floor, and 
Instant) can safely lift. 
 
Material type: The type of construction material used in equipment. 
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Appendix 2 
 
Picture showing the U-gantry and rail 
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Appendix 3 
 

Picture of the rail-end fixture 
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Appendix 4 
 
Picture showing trolley and rail-joint in the testing fixture 
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Appendix 5 
 

FEM calculation of the T-gantry without rail 
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Appendix 6 
 

FEM calculation of the T-gantry and rail with contact condition No 
Separation. 
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Appendix 7 
 

FEM calculation of the T-gantry and rail with contact condition 
Bonded. 
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Appendix 8 
 

Picture showing the assembled S-gantry 
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Appendix 9 
 

Cost Calculation comparing Rail-gantry solution and optimized rails 
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